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Abstract. Using a novel observable that relies on the momentum difference of the two most energetic
subjets within a jet ∆S12 we study the internal structure of high-energy jets simulated by several Monte
Carlo event generators that implement the partonic energy-loss in a dense partonic medium. Based on
inclusive jet and dijet production we demonstrate that ∆S12 is an effective tool to discriminate between
different models of jet modifications over a broad kinematic range. The new quantity, while preserving
the collinear and infrared safety of modern jet algorithms, it is experimentally attractive because of its
inherent resilience against backgrounds of heavy-ion collisions.
PACS. 12.38.Mh Quark-gluon plasma – 13.87.-a Jets in large-Q2 scattering – 24.10.Lx Monte Carlo
simulations – 25.75.-q Relativistic heavy-ion collisions
1 Introduction
Interactions of high-energy partons with a strongly cou-
pled hot partonic medium - a quark-gluon plasma (QGP)
[1–4] - created in heavy-ion collisions, leading to modifi-
cations of the internal jet structure (jet quenching), was
first proposed in [5] and is studied as a sensitive probe
of the medium properties [6–8]. Experiments at RHIC
and the LHC observed a strong suppression of high trans-
verse momentum particle yields [9–15], suppression of in-
clusive and semi-inclusive yields of fully reconstructed jets
[16–20], and, more recently, the internal structure of the
jets [21–25] for detailed studies of jet quenching. How-
ever, in all these measurements the treatment of the back-
ground originating from the copiously produced particles
not associated to hard scatterings poses an experimental
challenge for precise and unbiased measurements. Previ-
ous works that addressed the effect of filtering on subjet
analysis [26] and the recent analytic calculations of the
momentum distributions of subjets [27–29] and groomed
jet mass distributions [30–32] that were recently measured
in proton-proton collisions [33,34], provide a strong moti-
vation for novel studies. In this writeup, following previ-
ous works [35], we propose observables that are sensitive
to the internal jet structure but significantly alleviate the
difficulties associated to the effects of the background. Our
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approach is attractive from the experimental point of view
and obeys the theoretical requirements of the infrared and
collinear safety.
While jet substructure techniques are extensively used
in the high-energy pp collisions [36–38] the first studies in
the heavy-ion context [24,39] are recent (see [35] for a first
attempt of using subjets as a phenomenological tool for jet
quenching studies). In this manuscript we propose an ob-
servable that uses only the highest and next-to-highest en-
ergetic fully reconstructed subjets within a jet. This choice
aims to minimize the impact of the heavy-ion background
on the extracted jet properties allowing for better experi-
mental control.
2 Observable definition and setup
We introduce a new jet substructure observable ∆S12 de-
fined as the difference between the fractions of transverse
momentum of a jet carried by its leading (hardest) and
subleading (second hardest) subjets. That is
∆S12 = z1 − z2 , (1)
where
zi = pT,i/pT,jet . (2)
The subjets used to evaluate eq. (1) are obtained as fol-
lows:
1. For each event, reconstruct jets with the anti-kT algo-
rithm [40] provided by the FastJet package [41] with
radius R and within pseudo-rapidity |ηjet| < ηmax;
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2. Within each jet, find subjets by reclustering the jet
components with a smaller radius parameter Rsj < R.
Retain the two hardest (highest-pT) subjets.
The subjet samples used in this study were obtained
with ηmax = 2.5 and R = 0.5. In general, the reclustering
of the jet components into subjets in step (ii) above can be
carried out with a different jet algorithm from that cho-
sen to reconstruct the jet to which they belong. We chose
to use anti-kT after assessing the discriminating power of
∆S12 for subjets reconstructed with different algorithms
and checking its sensitivity to hadronization effects (see
Subsections 4.2 and 4.4) The subjet radius parameter was
set to Rsj = 0.15 except when assessing, in Subsection
4.2, the dependence of ∆S12 on Rsj (where the range
0.1 < Rsj < 0.2 was considered), and when comparing,
in Subsection 4.5, with the analysis [24] (where we used
Rsj = 0.1).
The bulk of soft particles produced in high-energy col-
lisions is not a priori distinguishable from the particles
produced from the hadronisation of an energetic parton
shower. The presence of these background particles is the
main experimental confounding factor when establishing
the jet energy scale and jet energy resolution in jet quench-
ing studies (see for example [42]). Moreover, unlike in
measurements of proton-proton collisions with high event
pile-up probability within the detectors, the background
in heavy-ion collisions is complex. It consists of region to
region fluctuations, modified particle production as com-
pared to pp collisions, and particle correlations caused by
the collective expansion of the QGP. In consequence, ex-
perimental observables at relatively low jet energies at the
LHC (pT < 150 GeV) are prone to systematic uncertain-
ties related to complicated multi-dimensional unfolding
procedures that are susceptible to large correction factors.
The substructure observable ∆S12 defined in eq. (1)
has been constructed to minimize correlated background
contributions. Take [43]
∆S12 =
ptrueT,1 − ptrueT,2
pT,jet
=
(precT,1 − ρ1A1)− (precT,2 − ρ2A2)
pT,jet
,
(3)
where ptrueT,i is the true subjet momentum, Ai is the area
of a subjet, ρi is the level of noise corresponding to the
amount of transverse momentum added to each subjet per
unit area by the background, and the precT,i is the experi-
mentally reconstructed subjet momentum containing the
background contribution ρiAi. For subjets reconstructed
with the same radius parameter Rsj (in our case Rsj =
0.15) with the anti-kT algorithm, the corresponding ac-
tive areas are necessarily very similar A1 ' A2. In an
ideal case, where ρ1 = ρ2, the background term in the nu-
merator of ∆S12 vanishes. For real events, where subjets
sit close by, ρ1 and ρ2 can only differ by very localized fluc-
tuations and thus should be on average still very similar.
Thus, the background effect in the numerator of eq. (1) is
small.
A variety of observables similar to∆S12 can be defined.
In particular, zi in eq. (2) could be redefined by replacing
the denominator by the sum of the momenta of the leading
and subleading subjets, such that zi = pT,i/(pT,1 + pT,2).
Although such a definition could have some welcome con-
sequences in reducing the influence of background effects
in the reconstructed jet transverse momentum pT,jet (de-
nominator of eq. 2), all information on the overall hard-
ness of the jet fragmentation, that is the fraction of jet
momentum carried by the two hardest subjets, would be
neglected.
3 Models
To assess the potential of the proposed observable we con-
sider a set of Monte Carlo event generators which rely
on different implementations of jet quenching. This al-
lows both for a comparison between theoretical calcula-
tions that is not limited by systematic uncertainties of
the putative experimental measurement and to assess the
potential of the observable as a discriminant of different
modelling scenarios.
Below we provide a short description of each event gen-
erator considered in this study — Q-Pythia v1.0.2 [44],
Jewel v2.0.0 [45], and PyQuen v1.5.1 [46] — emphasis-
ing only the main characteristics and details of the setup
we adopted (for further details please see the correspond-
ing references). All samples used in this work were gener-
ated for central (0-10% most central) PbPb collisions at√
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
Q-Pythia is a modification of Pythia 6.4 [47] where
the splitting probability in the final state parton shower is
enhanced by an additional term that follows the BDMPS-
Z radiation spectrum [48]. The medium is modelled by
a single parameter, a local in space and time transport
coefficient qˆ that translates the averaged transverse mo-
mentum squared
〈
q2T
〉
exchanged between a parton and
the medium per mean free path λ in that medium, such
that qˆ =
〈
q2T
〉
/λ. The time and spatial variation of qˆ is
modelled following the PQM prescription [49]. We con-
sidered two different average qˆ values (qˆ = 1 GeV2 fm−1
and qˆ = 4 GeV2 fm−1) known to capture the main jet
quenching features observed in dijets [50].
Jewel implements a description of jet evolution that
takes into account both elastic and inelastic energy losses
as all scatterings with the medium are described by infra-
red continued leading order matrix elements for 2 → 2
processes. Additional medium-induced radiation is also
taken into account during the jet development and can
be induced by several coherent scatterings, as predicted
by the LPM effect [51, 52]. We kept all default settings
and used the medium implementation with Bjorken ex-
pansion described in detail in [53] validated on a large set
of jet quenching observables [45].
PyQuen is a modification (afterburner) of standard
Pythia 6.4 jet events in which both radiative and colli-
sional accumulated energy losses are applied during the
parton shower development. The former is calculated for
an expanding medium within the BDMPS framework, where
the angular distribution follows three simple parameter-
isations (small, wide and collinear angular distributions)
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that are used for comparison purposes. The latter is calcu-
lated in the high-momentum transfer approximation. Ad-
ditional in-medium gluon radiation is added at the end
of the parton shower, before hadronization. We chose the
internal parameters that characterise the QGP formation
expected for central PbPb collisions at the LHC.
While a typical Monte Carlo reference for jet produc-
tion in pp collisions is constructed with Pythia [47] each
of the models provides their own implementation and/or
modifications of Pythia original routines and consequently
their own pp reference. Therefore, when comparing the
medium-modified jets with jets showering in vacuum we
take the model-provided proton-proton collision equiva-
lent.
4 Results
We provide examples of how ∆S12 can be used to dis-
criminate between the different implementations of jet
quenching (Sec. 4.1) and evaluate its sensitivity to the
choice of algorithm for subjet clustering and subjet radius
Rsj (Sec. 4.2). Section 4.3 illustrates how ∆S12 combined
with a dijet analysis can be used to study jet quenching
more differentially as compared to the inclusive measure-
ments. In section 4.4 we show the robustness of the results
against hadronization effects. Finally, Sec. 4.5 provides an
overview of the relation between ∆S12 and the recently
explored zg observable in vacuum.
4.1 ∆S12 as a model discriminant
The distribution of the difference ∆S12 between the frac-
tions of the jet total transverse momentum carried by the
leading and subleading subjets is shown in Figure 1.
In vacuum – Q-Pythia (vac) and Jewel (vac) (top
panel), and Pythia 6 (bottom panel) – the distribution
displays a pronounced maximum for ∆S12 > 0.9 and a tail
towards lower ∆S12 values. Medium effects in Q-Pythia
and Jewel (top panel) modify the ∆S12 distribution in
incompatible directions. Jewel enhances significantly the
maximum of the distribution and mildly depletes its tail.
Q-Pythia softens the peak at high ∆S12 and produces
a flat tail towards values of ∆S12 ≤ 0.7 with the effects
more pronounced for increasing qˆ. These observations are
consistent with a collimation of jets in Jewel and broad-
ening in Q-Pythia as compared to their vacuum refer-
ences. PyQuen (Coll) (bottom panel) modifies the ∆S12
similarly to Jewel, PyQuen (Small) gives a distribution
with features resembling those found for Q-Pythia, and
PyQuen (Wide) displays an intermediate behaviour.
While the above features directly reflect the behaviour
of the z1 and z2 distributions (see appendix A), we empha-
sise that, from the experimental point of view, studies of
∆S12 are more attractive as compared to the individual zi
distributions since the difference z1 − z2 removes, by con-
struction, a large fraction of the correlated background.
Although the effect of the uncorrelated background is en-
hanced in ∆S12 ratio with respect to z2 on a jet-by-jet
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Fig. 1. Distribution of ∆S12 for Rsj = 0.15 anti−kT subjets
within R = 0.5 anti−kT jets with pT > 150 GeV/c.
basis, we found that this effect is small when taking the
integrated/inclusive distributions, and subsequently their
moments. Moreover, ∆S12 is more robust for low momen-
tum jets for which z2 becomes gradually (with decreasing
pT) dominated by background particles. u
To further expose the differences among models we
now turn our focus to the quartiles of the ∆S12 distribu-
tion, considering med/vac ratios R, where med refers to
calculations including jet quenching effects and vac to the
corresponding model specific no-quenching baseline
RQi[∆S12] =
Qi[∆S12]
med
Qi[∆S12]vac
. (4)
While the med/vac ratio of the medians of the ∆S12
distributions as a function of pjetT display a clear evolu-
tion and discrimination power among the models (data
not shown), we find that to characterise the modifications
to the subjet structure for models that show jet collima-
tion – Jewel and PyQuen (Coll) – the ratios of the first
quartile (Q1) of ∆S12 distributions is preferable. The cri-
teria of selecting the best discriminant was made by cal-
culating the relative standard deviation (RSD) given by
the models in each pT bin, i.e, the ratio of the standard
deviation over the mean. The relative spread among the
different models for each observable is thus quantified (a
larger spread translates into a larger RSD) and it can be
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used as a guiding parameter to select the observable that
maximizes the differences among jet quenching models.
The ratios RQ1[∆S12] are shown in Figure 2, in the up-
per panel, while the corresponding RSD in the bottom
panel of the same figure.
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Fig. 2. Top panel : RQ1[∆S12] as a function of pjetT ; Bottom
panel : RSD of RQ1[∆S12] as a function of pjetT . The edges of the
five considered jet pT bins (10-50, 50-120, 120-300, 300-500,
500-1000 GeV/c) are shown on the top of the figure.
Here we find a clear evolution with the jet momen-
tum for jets with pT < 300 GeV/c for all models. Up
to this jet pT all models show a suppression of RQ1[∆S12]
reflecting more balanced momentum sharing between the
two leading subjet structures than in the vacuum refer-
ences. However, at high jet pT, this observable remains
fairly constant and shows a strong sensitivity to models
that produce jets with a more symmetric structure, such
as Q-Pythia and PyQuen(Small) (RQ1[∆S12] < 1) sep-
arating them well apart from PyQuen (Wide and Coll)
and Jewel (RQ1[∆S12] ' 1).
Further, we find that the interquartile range IQR =
Q3 − Q1, that characterises the width of the ∆S12 dis-
tribution, gives additional information. Figure 3 shows
RIQR[∆S12] as a function of jet transverse momentum for
the different quenching models with the corresponding
RSD calculated in each pT bin. Here again, models that
result in jet collimation, characterised by a similar or nar-
rower∆S12 distribution than its vacuum reference (RIQR[∆S12]≤ 1), are clearly separated from those that broaden the
jet, where ∆S12 is typically broader with respect to the
vacuum reference (RIQR[∆S12] > 1).
Moreover, for Q-Pythia, Jewel and PyQuen(Coll),
RIQR[∆S12] converges quickly to a constant value with in-
creasing jet pT. Importantly, it also allows to better dis-
criminate between the two models that destroy the vac-
uum subjet asymmetry: while Q-Pythia is well sepa-
rated from its vacuum reference for all pT > 100 GeV/c ,
PyQuen(Small) evolves slowly towards more asymmetric
jets with increasing pT. Thus, RIQR[∆S12] provides relevant
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Fig. 3. Top panel: RIQR[∆S12] as a function of pjetT ; Bottom
panel: RSD of RIQR[∆S12] as a function of pjetT . The edges of the
five considered jet pT bins (10-50, 50-120, 120-300, 300-500,
500-1000 GeV/c) are shown on the top of the figure.
complementary information to identify the main charac-
teristics of jet quenching within specific models, in partic-
ular for jets with 100 < pT < 200 GeV/c, where the first
quartile Q1 of the ∆S12 is suppressed with respect to the
vacuum reference in all models. Comparing the RSD of
RQ1[∆S12] and RIQR[∆S12] we find that for low pT jets (jets
with pT < 120 GeV/c), theRQ1[∆S12] has a higher discrim-
ination power while RIQR[∆S12] is preferable for higher pT
jets. Nonetheless, it should be noted that IQR is also more
sensitive to hadronization effects (see section 4.4)
We also investigated the evolution of ∆S12 with the
relative distance∆Rsubjet in (η, φ) space between the lead-
ing and subleading subjets, in particular of the med/vac
of its median value Q2 and interquartile range IQR. The
corresponding RSD are calculated in each ∆Rsubjet bin.
The median ratio (Figure 4) shows a clear separation
between models – Q-Pythia and PyQuen(Small) – that
broaden the jet structure. In Q-Pythia the two leading
subjets become more symmetric with increasing ∆Rsubjet
(the ratio is below one and decreases). The same behaviour
is seen for PyQuen(Small) up to ∆Rsubjet = 0.25, but
interestingly, vacuum-like behaviour is recovered for larger
separations. In contrast, the median ratio in Jewel and
PyQuen(Coll) show a dependence on ∆Rsubjet similar to
their vacuum references with the ratio nearly independent
of the distance between the two leading subjets. The large
reduction of the interquartile range (RIQR[∆S12] < 0.5) for
all ∆Rsubjet observed (Figure 5) in these models provides
another clear signature of the jet collimation effect.
From the RSD values the interquartile ratio allows to
have a wider spread between the models, although the
transition from PyQuen(Small) to vacuum-like behaviour
is more noticeable through the median ratio.
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4.2 Dependence on the choice of subjet clustering
algorithm and subjet radius
To investigate the dependence of the proposed observable
and its sensitivity to the effects of jet quenching we varied
the subjet reconstruction algorithm as well as the subjet
radius parameter Rsj < R.
We find no significant differences in ∆S12 subjet dis-
tributions when changing the clustering algorithm from
anti−kT [40] to kT [54] or Cambridge-Achen (C/A) [55].
However, ∆Rsubjet depends, by construction, on the re-
construction algorithm. Figure 6 shows the med/vac ratio
of the medians of ∆Rsubjet distributions for different mod-
els for pT > 150 GeV/c jets with the subjet radius set,
as before, to Rsj = 0.15, and the corresponding RSD for
completeness. The integer values -1, 0, 1 on the x-axis
correspond, respectively, to anti−kT, C/A, and kT. De-
spite the finite differences between clustering algorithms,
we find that the power of discrimination between the dif-
ferent models is largely independent of the choice of the
algorithm. This observation, together with the results ob-
tained in section 4.4, where we study the effect of different
hadronization models on the reconstructed subjets, allow
us to conclude that the anti-kT algorithm provides the
most promising option when optimising for jet quenching
effects. We therefore adopt this clustering algorithm as the
standard setting for the remainder of this work.
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Figure 7 shows the dependence on Rsj of the med/vac
ratio of the medians of ∆S12 distributions for subjets re-
constructed with the anti−kT algorithm. The RSD is also
shown in the bottom panel, now calculated for each al-
gorithm separately. Here, we find that an increased dis-
crimination between models resulting in jet collimation
and the models preferring jet broadening is achieved with
Rsj ∈ [0.1; 0.15]. Further, we find a clear difference in
the energy distribution inside the jet that results from
the different models. On the one hand, Q-Pythia and
PyQuen(Small) increase the leading subjet pT when the
subjet radius is increased, indicating broadening of the
jet structure. On the other hand, in the models that pro-
duce collimated jets by medium effects, the energy in the
leading subjet is nearly independent of the chosen subjet
radius as it is highly concentrated close to the jet core.
4.3 Subjets in dijet pairs
In a back-to-back dijet pair propagating through the QGP,
the sub-leading jet has typically lost more energy than
its leading partner [56]. This quenching asymmetry can
be combined with ∆S12 to experimentally further con-
strain the nature of jet quenching. We have performed an
analysis of dijet pairs with R = 0.5 anti−kT jets within
with |ηjet| < 2 where the leading jet was required to have
pT > 120 GeV/c and the recoil jet pT > 50 GeV/c.
The jets in the pair were required to be separated in
azimuth by at least 5/6pi. The med/vac ratios of medi-
ans of the ∆S12 distribution, RQ2[∆S12], as a function of
xJ = p
recoil jet
T /p
leading jet
T are shown in Figure 8. The up-
per figures show results for leading jets and the bottom
figures those for recoil jets. Again, the upper panels of
each figure show the evolution of all models and the bot-
tom panels the corresponding spread quantified through
the RSD calculated in each asymmetry bin.
Models that collimate jets towards their core – Jewel
and PyQuen (Coll) – display leading jets with a (slightly)
enhanced asymmetric subjet momentum balance as com-
pared to their vacuum references, while the recoil jets have
a more balanced subjet momentum distribution than in
vacuum. In contrast, in models that broaden the jet struc-
ture – Q-Pythia, PyQuen (Small), and to a more lim-
ited extent PyQuen (Wide) – both leading and recoil jets
have a more balanced subjet momentum distribution than
in vacuum with the modification significantly stronger for
recoil jets. In all cases, the leading jet is modified indepen-
dently of the pair asymmetry, while the momentum shar-
ing between subjets becomes increasingly balanced (with
respect to vacuum) with increasing dijet asymmetry (de-
creasing xJ) for recoil jets.
Similar findings are also present in the ratio of the in-
terquartile range of the distributions, for both leading and
recoil jets, shown in Fig. 9. However, differences between
leading jets are more noticeable through the asymmetry
of the ∆S12 distribution while recoil jets show a larger
spread among models through RQ2[∆S12]
All these observations are consistent with the find-
ings from section 4.1, figure 2, where jets below pT =
Jx
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Fig. 8. RQ2[∆S12] as a function of xJ for (top figure) leading
jets and (bottom figure) recoil jets in dijet pairs. The edges of
the three considered xJ bins (0-0.25; 0.25-0.5; 0.5-1) are shown
on the top of the figure. The bottom panel of each figure show
the corresponding RSD.
200GeV/c always have a ∆S12 that is smaller than its
vacuum reference. This is the preferred kinematic region
for the recoil jet in unbalanced dijet systems. Moreover,
RQ1[∆S12] is fairly constant for jets above pT = 200GeV/c,
where the leading jet (and recoil for balanced dijet sys-
tems) typically comes.
4.4 Hadronization effects on the reconstructed subjets
Small radii jets are known to be more sensitive to hadroniza-
tion effects [57]. For this reason, we investigate the role of
different hadronization models in the distributions that
were presented so far by using both PYTHIA 8 and HER-
WIG 7 [58, 59]. The former is based solely on the Lund
string fragmentation framework [60] while the later ap-
plies a cluster model [61] to hadronize the resulting par-
tonic final state to produce hadrons. Although such study
is not ideal to accurately assess the uncertainties induced
by hadronization effects, including in-medium hadroniza-
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on the top of the figure. The bottom panel of each figure show
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tion modifications [62], it can provide an estimate of the
robustness of the proposed observable, ∆S12.
We have found that Q2[∆S12] is almost insensitive to
the hadronization model, with relative differences (taking
PYTHIA 8 as reference) smaller than 1% for any choice
of subjet radius or clustering algorithm and jets with a
transverse momentum pT,jet > 100 GeV/c. For low mo-
mentum jets (pT,jet < 100 GeV/c), this difference goes up
to 2% for Rsubjet = 0.15 and 10% for Rsubjet = 0.1.
As for the first quartile of the distribution, Q1[∆S12],
the relative change of HERWIG 7 with respect to PYTHIA
8 is ∼ [2 − 5]% for anti-kT subjets with Rsubjet ≤ 0.15.
Any other choice of clustering algorithm or subjet radius
provide a relative difference of ∼ [5− 10]% independently
of the jet transverse momentum.
Finally, the interquartile range, IQR[∆S12] that is able
to provide, in general, a larger dispersion between the jet
quenching models, is also able to discriminate more among
hadronization models. The relative change in low momen-
tum jets (pT,jet < 100 GeV/c) between the interquartile
range provided by the two Monte Carlo event generators is
around [4− 10]% for any clustering algorithm and subjets
reconstructed with Rsubjet ≤ 0.15. For Rsubjet = 0.2, this
change increases to 17%, independently of the clustering
algorithm. In high momentum jets (pT,jet > 250 GeV/c)
the relative difference is around [20 − 40]%. The lower
bracketing is constantly observed for anti-kT and small
radius subjets while the upper bracketing occurs for kT
and large radius subjets. For the chosen parameters of this
manuscript (anti-kT subjets with Rsubjet = 0.15), the rel-
ative change is ∼ 25% for any jet with pT,jet > 100GeV/c.
The general large sensitivity of the interquartile range
to the choice of the hadronization model comes from the
fact that this observable is designed to promote the tails
of the distributions. While it is the preferable region to
tag energy loss modifications imprinted on the jet, it is
also the region dominated by a fragmentation pattern
that promotes the existence of one (∆S12 ∼ 1) or two
(∆S12 ∼ 2) subjets mainly composed by very soft par-
ticles. Any modification on the hadronization mechanism
would imply a stronger deviation on both Q1[∆S12] (as
observed from the increase of the relative differences with
respect to Q2[∆S12]) and Q3[∆S12].
These observations validate our choice of using reclus-
tered anti-kT subjets with Rsubjet = 0.15 as to maximize
jet quenching phenomena with respect to hadronization
effects.
4.5 Sub-jet momentum fraction zg and ∆S12
Recent studies of the momentum fraction zg in jets [24]
prompt for a comparison of zg with ∆S12. We have per-
formed an analysis of (vacuum) Pythia jets with pT >
150 GeV/c using settings of the Soft Drop algorithm
[63,64] as in [24]. Figure 10 shows the zg as a function of
∆S12 for two cases: one, where all jets where used; and a
second, where jets with ∆Rsj < 0.1 between the subjets
used to calculate zg are discarded. ∆S12 was calculated
with Rsubjet = 0.1 in both cases. We find a strong corre-
lation between ∆S12 and the calculation of zg when using
the ∆Rsj cut as in [24]. Without the cut on ∆Rsj the
distributions have two dominating structures. One is the
diagonal, but the other is largely independent of the ∆S12
at ∆S12 > 0.8.
A comment on the differences of behaviour between
these two observables in the presence of a QGP is in or-
der. One of the proposed explanations [65] for the observed
modification of the zg distribution in nucleus-nucleus col-
lisions relies on the ability of subjets to collect contribu-
tions from the QGP. As argued in that work, this QGP
backreaction process implies a distinctive increase in size
(measured girth) of the subjets. Since in ∆S12 we explic-
itly impose, by specifying a radius parameter Rsj for the
subjet reconstruction, a size for the subjets, contributions
from the QGP to both subjets will be of the same order,
and thus, will cancel in ∆S12. This makes ∆S12 and zg,
well correlated in vacuum, complementary observables in
the presence of a QGP that can be used to disentangle the
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Fig. 10. Subjet momentum fraction zSDg reconstructed using
the Soft Drop algorithm as a function of ∆S12. Upper panel:
distribution for all jets with pT > 150 GeV/c. Lower panel:
distribution for jets for which subjets used for calculating zg
are separated by a distance of ∆R > 0.1.
role of QGP backreaction from other dynamical processes
that conceivably modify the jet substructure.
5 Discussion
Jewel. Results from Jewel are consistent with a jet col-
limation effect, i.e., most of the radiation is transported
outside of the cone leaving the energy core of the jet almost
un-modified with respect to the vacuum reference but in a
narrower region of phase space. We note, that in this anal-
ysis we have used Jewel in its ”recoil-off’” mode which
discards the medium partons that interacted with the jet.
In this way, the results are independent of the medium-
response, whose impact was recently analysed in [65]. As
a consequence, the ∆S12 is closer to unity for the medium
modified jets and it does not change with the chosen sub-
jet subjet radius. Moreover, the comparison of properties
of the leading and subleading jets from a dijet event shows
that ∆S12 increases for the leading jets and decreases
for the (more strongly medium-modified/low momentum)
subleading jet. This is an exclusive characteristic of the jet
collimation phenomena and/or collisional energy loss as
the same kind of behaviour is observed for PyQuen(Coll).
In this model, since θrad = 0, all the energy that is lost
outside of the cone is due to elastic energy loss.
Q-Pythia. In Q-Pythia, which is as an implemen-
tation of the BDMPS-Z spectrum (without account for
destructive interferences), the emission rate is enhanced
according to the quenching parameter qˆ leading to a large
modifications of the jet inner core. As a consequence, the
distribution with a maximum for ∆S12 > 0.9 in vacuum
shows a large tail to lower values due to in-medium inter-
actions due to softening of the subjet spectrum (including
the leading subjet). Such effect is visible for both lead-
ing and subleading jets. Moreover, the medium-induced
gluon radiation is evenly distributed in phase space up to
very large distances as ∆S12 mean value is constantly be-
low the vacuum reference without a significant change for
∆Rsubjet > 0.2.
PyQuen. PyQuen considerations are centred around
three angular distributions for the in-medium radiation
spectrum. For PyQuen(Small) the finite angle of the ra-
diation (θ < 5◦) enhances the substructure and the impact
on ∆S12 is qualitatively similar to Q-Pythia. Nonethe-
less, a striking difference from this model with respect
to Q-Pythia is the increasing asymmetry of the subjet
structure when biasing the jet sample with ∆Rsubjets >
0.3. This could be due to the fact that since the radia-
tion is displaced at a finite angle from the leading parton,
the more the second hardest subjet is reconstructed away
from the jet core, the less probable is to recover the en-
ergy. As such, the energy-momentum distribution inside
of the jet is located at intermediate distances from the jet
core in contrast to what happens in Q-Pythia. A simi-
lar, but much milder modification of ∆S12 is observed for
PyQuen(Wide). Since gluon radiation goes as ∼ 1/θ, the
radiation is essentially kept near the core with few parti-
cles going to very large angles. This angular distribution is
similar to the jet vacuum development, which makes this
model undistinguishable from the vacuum reference for
jets with a large transverse momentum and/or leading jets
in dijet systems. On the other hand, the PyQuen(Coll)
mode, constrained to elastic energy loss only, affects mainly
the softest jet constituents by such elastic collisions, whose
energy is ”absorbed” by the medium. As such, jets become
more collimated, as it happens in Jewel.
Considerations of the RSD distributions show that the
RIQR[∆S12] carries the largest discrimination power for high-
pT jets, although there is an associated uncertainty of
[10 − 25]% due to hadronization effects. For low-pT jets
(pT / 120 GeV/c) and/or recoil-jets in dijet systems the
use of the RQ1[∆S12] and/or the median RQ2[∆S12] may
prove more advantageous, with hadronization uncertain-
ties that are smaller than 5% for the chosen subjet pa-
rameters.
Finally, we reiterate that inclusive or semi-inclusive
measurements of nuclear modification factor(s) for jets
that fall within a range of ∆S12 (and ∆Rsubjets) can pro-
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vide a rather straightforward insight into the properties
of jet quenching (see [35] for example).
6 Conclusions
We have presented observables of subjet structure that
by minimizing the impact of the particle backgrounds in
heavy-ion collisions are advantageous from the experimen-
tal point of view. At the same time, the introduced ∆S12
quantity preserves the collinear and infrared safety of mod-
ern jet algorithms. Using a number of Monte Carlo jet
quenching models we have demonstrated that ∆S12 dis-
tribution and ∆Rsubjets can be used as a sensitive tool
to discriminate between different quenching mechanisms.
We have shown that it is possible to use the quartiles of
those distributions, together with the widths and/or use
of dijets to make an accurate assessment of the main jet
quenching characteristics, in particular, to determine the
angular structure of the medium-induced gluon radiation
and to investigate further the role of collisional energy loss
in the in-medium shower development.
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A Leading and subleading subjets
The gross features of the differences between the mod-
els have been discussed in terms of ∆S12 in Sec. 4.1.
In this appendix we present the individual zi distribu-
tions only for completeness and with a limited analysis.
The distribution of the fraction z1 of the jet total trans-
verse momentum carried by the leading subjet in jets with
pT > 150 GeV/c is shown in Fig. 11 for (top panel) Q-
Pythia and Jewel, and (bottom panel) PyQuen with
its three radiation pattern variants. The vacuum refer-
ences for each model — Q-Pythia (vac), Jewel (vac),
and Pythia (for PyQuen) — are also shown. Clearly Q-
Pythia and Jewel modify the z1 distribution in incom-
patible directions. As noted for ∆S12 these observations
are consistent with a collimation of jets within Jewel and
broadening in Q-Pythia as compared to their vacuum
references. For PyQuen (botton panel) we find a clear
separation of its different parametrisations of the angular
distribution of medium induced radiation. The z2 distri-
bution (the pT fraction carried by the subleading subjet)
shown in Fig. 12 is, by definition, limited to the 0 − 0.5
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Fig. 11. The fraction of transverse momenta of anti−kT R =
0.5 jets with pT > 150 GeV/c carried by the leading anti−kT
subjet reconstructed with Rsj = 0.15.
interval. The differences among the z2 distributions ob-
tained from the different models mirror those observed
for z1. Globally, the pT fraction z2 carried by the sublead-
ing subjet reflects the strongly peaked z1 distribution at
large-z which necessarily places the average z2 to be below
0.1.
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